


Many people see investing and trading in the financial markets as an attractive source of earnings. 
Exploring the profit potential of the financial markets is now more accessible than ever before due to 
the development of technologies. However, not everyone has the time or the inclination to master 
the skills required to be a professional trader. 

 Trade Match is a latest-generation copy trading platform designed to provide access to the potential 
profits of the financial markets for investors with no or limited experience.

Aspiring traders share their trading strategy with a growing community of investors at 
tradematch.live

Trade Match is designed to bridge the knowledge gap and enhance to experience for both traders 
and investors. Behind Trade Match is the team of industry experts striving to ensure an unparalleled 
experience for their clients. 

Who We Are
Trade Match

Risk Warning: Trading Derivatives carries a high level of risk to your capital and you should only trade with money you can afford to lose. Trading Derivatives may not be 
suitable for all investors, so please ensure that you fully understand the risks involved and seek independent advice if necessary.
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tradematch.live
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How It Works
Trade Match

Joining Trade Match is free, and it takes only a couple of clicks to start copying

Risk Warning: Trading Derivatives carries a high level of risk to your capital and you should only trade with money you can afford to lose. Trading Derivatives may not be 
suitable for all investors, so please ensure that you fully understand the risks involved and seek independent advice if necessary.

Step 1: Monitor traders’ profile and performance results at tradematch.live

Step 2: Use ranking lists and the trader’s talent features to identify the trading strategy most 
suited to your investment appetite.

Step 3: Register your profile and open your account by placing a deposit in preferred currency

Step 4: Adjust the risk level parameters according to your investment appetite

Step 5: Add the trading strategy to your account. The system will automatically place trades based 
on the action of the trader according to your risk settings.
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How It Works - Trader’s Talent Features
Trade Match

To select a trading strategy to copy, you need to monitor, review and compare the traders’ profiles 
identifying the one that most answers your investment goals. All traders at Trade Match are listed 
in various ranking lists. They receive a position in the lists according to the performance of their 
account that is evaluated based on five criteria: 

Risk Warning: Trading Derivatives carries a high level of risk to your capital and you should only trade with money you can afford to lose. Trading Derivatives may not be 
suitable for all investors, so please ensure that you fully understand the risks involved and seek independent advice if necessary.

Number of copies: Shows how many times a trading strategy has been copied

Asset Under Management (AUM): Represents the total amount of assets that are being assigned 
to a specific trading strategy

Risk Level: Traders are evaluated based on the risk level of their trading strategies. The scale is 
between one and five, where one is the lowest risk, and five - the highest

Best Monthly Performance: Traders move up and down the ranking lists according to their 
monthly performance

Drawdown level: Shows how much the traders’ account is down from the peak before it recovers 
back to peak based on the performance of their strategies
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How It Works - Ranking Lists
Trade Match

Traders move up and down in the ranking lists and if you wish to look in more details their profiles 
- simply click on their name. The profiles will present you with additional information such as 
Average Monthly Performance, Trading Since Inception, Absolute Gain, and Maximum Drawdown.

Risk Warning: Trading Derivatives carries a high level of risk to your capital and you should only trade with money you can afford to lose. Trading Derivatives may not be 
suitable for all investors, so please ensure that you fully understand the risks involved and seek independent advice if necessary.

Average Monthly Performance: shows the average monthly gainings of the trading strategy 
developed by the trader

Trading Since Inception: presents how long the trading strategy has been active

Absolute Gain: shows the gainings that the trading strategy has achieved since its inception

Maximum Drawdown: peak to trough decrease since trading started

Monitoring and comparing the various information can help you in your decision-making process 
when selecting the most suited to your requirements trading strategy. 
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How It Works - Register, Open Account
Trade Match

Once you select a trading strategy to copy, you need to register your profile. Complete the 
provided form and present a copy of your passport or ID card as proof of identity. This is a 
standard procedure required for every activity involving financial operations. 

When the registration process is complete, you are ready to open your investment account. At this 
point, you also select your preferred currency, funding and withdrawal method and place your 
initial deposit. 

Risk Warning: Trading Derivatives carries a high level of risk to your capital and you should only trade with money you can afford to lose. Trading Derivatives may not be 
suitable for all investors, so please ensure that you fully understand the risks involved and seek independent advice if necessary.

All Trade Match users open a broker account with Match Securities. 
Match Securities is an internationally recognised financial company 
specialising in CFD and forex trading. Authorised and regulated by FSC 
Mauritius, Match Securities operates in various countries in Africa, Asia 
and the Middle East. Retail and institutional clients of Match Securities 
can trade on various financial markets, including forex, commodities 
and indices. 
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How It Works - Risk Management
Trade Match

Trading and investing in the financial markets comes with capital loss risks. Therefore utilising a 
risk management system that helps mitigate these risks is essential. Trade Match offers powerful 
three-level risk management settings that enable you to adjust the risk parameters on each 
trading strategy you copy. You can modify the parameters before adding the trading strategy and 
also at any point you decide that is necessary. The three parameters you can adjust are Stop Loss, 
Take Profit and Multiplier Index.

Risk Warning: Trading Derivatives carries a high level of risk to your capital and you should only trade with money you can afford to lose. Trading Derivatives may not be 
suitable for all investors, so please ensure that you fully understand the risks involved and seek independent advice if necessary.

Stop Loss: enables you to determine how much of your initial deposit you are willing to risk.

Take Profit: allows you to set a profit level which, once reached, the system will stop trading on 
your account, enabling you to bank the earnings.

Multiplier Index: you can determine what percentage of the trading strategy you wish to copy
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How It Works - Start Copy Trading
Trade Match

When the risk parameters are at levels matching your investment appetite, all you need to do is 
add the selected trading strategy to your account. The system will start placing orders 
automatically based on the trader’s activity. You can monitor the performance on your account in 
real-time or whenever you wish, as Trade Match is accessible 24/7. 

All gained profits can be withdrawn via your selected preferred method within working hours on 
the weekdays. 

Risk Warning: Trading Derivatives carries a high level of risk to your capital and you should only trade with money you can afford to lose. Trading Derivatives may not be 
suitable for all investors, so please ensure that you fully understand the risks involved and seek independent advice if necessary.

To learn more and start your copy trading, visit: tradematch.live

To find out more about Match Securities visit matchsecurities.com

http://tradematch.live/
https://matchsecurities.com/about/
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Important Information
Disclaimer

Risk Warning: Trading Derivatives carries a high level of risk to your capital and you should only trade with 
money you can afford to lose. Trading Derivatives may not be suitable for all investors, so please ensure that you 
fully understand the risks involved and seek independent advice if necessary.

The advice in this document is general in nature and does not take into account your objectives, financial 
situation or needs. You should consider whether the advice is suitable for you and your personal circumstances. 
This document has been prepared by a team of professionals at Trade Match on the basis of the information 
available at the time of writing. This document is perceived to be reliable and it accurately reflects our team’s 
personal views. The company disclaims any responsibility for the correctness and accuracy of this content. 
Please read our legal documents and ensure you fully understand the risks before you make any trading 
decisions. We encourage you to seek independent advice. The information is not intended for residents of the 
U.S. and use by any person in any country or jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be contrary to 
local law or regulation.

Match Securities is an international financial services firm that is authorised and regulated by the FSC Mauritius 
Licence No – GB21026301, under company reference number 180090.

Risk Warning: Trading Derivatives carries a high level of risk to your capital and you should only trade with money you can afford to lose. Trading Derivatives may not be 
suitable for all investors, so please ensure that you fully understand the risks involved and seek independent advice if necessary.



Risk Warning: Trading Derivatives carries a high level of risk to your capital and you should only trade with money you can 
afford to lose. Trading Derivatives may not be suitable for all investors, so please ensure that you fully understand the risks 
involved and seek independent advice if necessary.


